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To 

The WB National University of Juridical Sciences 
"Dr. Ambedkar Bhavan" 12, LB Block, Sector III, Salt Lake City, Kolkata - 700098 

Phone: (033) 233S 7397 / 0510 / 2806 / 2809 I 2811, 2569 4700 to 30 • Fax: (033) 2335 7422 / 0511 

E-mail: info@nujs.edu • Gram: JURVARSITY • Website: www.nujs.edu 

STUDENT JURIDICAL ASSOCIATION 

'foe Vice Chancellor 

\XlBNUJS -- 700098 

Dear Sir, 

SUB: RE: lNSTALL,\TION OF CCTV CAMERAS IN CLASSROOMS 

In pursuance of consultations with the General Body, we request the removal of closed

cunut television ('CCIV') cameras that have been installed in the class rooms and other 

seminar/ discussion/ meeting rooms in the Academic Block recently. 

Before discussing the reasons behind our request, we invite your attention to the 

correspondence on this issue so far - sometime in the third week of l\llarch we were informed by 

the Registrar (Acting) that CCfV cameras shall be installed to safeguard the to-be-installed 

"expensive digital podiums" against vandalism from the students. In response, we infom1ed the 

Registrar (Acting) that there has been no known instance of student vandalism in the Academic 

Block histo1y ever, ma!<.ing such installation an unnecessa1y ~xpense. In addition, we requested 

him to kindly ensure that such installation, if executed at all, have rLuional nexus to the aim of 

protecting the podiums only. \Y/e we re given an assurance of favourable condition. Subsequently, 

sometime in the last week of l'vbrch, we ~itnessed the overnight installation of the proposed 

CC[Vs. Contrary to what was promised, two such CCfV cameras were installed in all LL.B. 

classrooms and they covered the entire classrooms. On noticing this development, we 

approached the Registrar (Acting) for a second time and urged him to consider removal of the 

CCTV installed at the back of all classrooms and re-positioning of the cameras such that they 

only covered the podium and its immediate surroundings in view of our diverse privacy 

concerns. The Registrar (Acting) assured us that he will, on a best effort basis, attempt to 
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convince you of this request. A couple of days later, on inquiring· him for a third time we were 

informed that you have declined our request. 'Ibis was followed by the initiation of the 

recruitment process (Day Zero & Day One) on April 5 and 6, 2017 for the batch graduating next 

year. On April 10, 2017, we along with our Treasurer, two Administrative Secretaries and a 

General Body member who was deeply aggrieved by this occurrence approached you in your 

chamber at around 4:15 PM We again humbly represented our concerns regarding privacy, 

management of financial resources and related concerns in this meeting. However, we were 

infom1ed that the real objective behind the installation of these CCfV s was ensuring that faculty 

members were conducting full classes according to the prescribed schedule to remedy the 

lackadaisical behaviour of certain faculty members. We, yet again, proposed alternatives, cited the 

various concerns mentioned above, pointed to the misrepresentations on behalf of Registrar 

(Acting) and contended that the positioning of these cameras was not supported by this new line 

of reasoning either. However, we received no concrete or relevant responses. 

Shockingly, while the Registrar {Acting) has informed Legally India that the installations 

was 'far ser.urity purpae and exarrination purpae', you have cited "[that] it hel.ps to dJ«k ngularity, 

student f aatlty interaaion, dasses, all thae things'' as the reason for the same. The public consultations 

that ensued as a result have cuhninated in this application in light of the following: 

GRIEVANCES 

1. Privacy concerns. As representatives, the privacy of members of the General Body is of 

pivotal importance to us. In absence of any policy governing, regulating and ensuring privacy 

and related concerns of students with respect to these cameras, we find such surveillance to 

be an affront to our rights. 

Any kind of surveillance is always associated with authorities' intention to monitor groups 

that are deviant and a danger to the authority. Hence, use of surveillance cameras in an 

inclusive space such as classroom leads to an atmosphere of distrust and suspicion between 

the students, faculty and the concerned authority. Further, such visual surveillance instils a 

fear of constantly being watched. These clearly lead to erosion of ideas of privacy. 

A substantial segment of the students, especially female students, have also expressed 

concerns regarding their privacy and effectiveness of checks and balances to avoid misuse of 

the footage so recorded. These concerns are highly pertinent in light of multiple incidents of 

gendered and improper voyeuristic use of surveillance cameras from around the world. 

Given the various inconsistencies in representations made regarding the installation of 

CCTVs so far and the track record of the University in dealing with matters related to 
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unwelcomed behaviour and seXUal harassment related grievances of the students and staff 

members, we firmly believe that the University should immediately cease the operation of 

these CCIVs in absence of a mutually-agreeable policy on the usage and regulation of the 

footage so recorded. In no circumstances can any footage so recorded be used to infringe 

upon the privacy of any of the students and visitors to this University. 

2. Dilution of classroom atmosphere. In his work Disciplir!! and Amish: the Birth cf the Prison 

renowned philosopher Foucault uses the term 'panopticism' to illustrate that how disciplinary 

surveillance inevitably causes the subjects to attempt and conform to the authority's point of 

view - thus, leading to a destruction of autonomy, liberty and individuality. He adds that a 

state of conscious and constant visibility ensures "automatic functioning of power'. Such 

'double vision' distotts the freedoms that make a classroom an enriching learning space. It 

affects the behaviour of the two stakeholders in a classroom i.e. students and faculty. Both 

students and faculty will be deterred, even if slightly, in communicating as freely and naturally 

through any visible signs or actions as they otherwise would in presence of such cameras. The 

psychological impact on the minds of students and faculty as a result of being watched is 

unquantifiable. Similarly, faculty members will have to consider the authority's viewpoint 

before finalising the inclusion of any written or media related content in classroom teaching 

or having an informal, interactive discussion in the classrooms. Since written and visual 

material used in classrooms fall directly under surveillance of cameras, it inevitably causes a 

chilling effect, thereby, hampering classroom discussions. As opposed to the right of physical 

and exclusive right to access classrooms, this amounts to mass surveillance - conferring the 

ability to be omnipresent, or at least the appearance of such an ability which no position 

bestows automatically on any human being. 

3. Misrepresentations by the Registrar (Acting). As pointed out above, we were, 

inadvertently or otherwise, misrepresented on the circumstances and rationale behind 

installation of these cameras by the Registrar (Acting). This misrepresentation is an affront to 

the very objective behind a representative student body administration, wherein the 

communications between administration and student representatives ought to be sacrosanct 

in order to protect their effectiveness and value. The moment such communication is vitiated 

by misrepresentations; the very existence of such a system comes under question. The 

recession of such representations is regrettable and was condemned by an 
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oveiwhelming majority of the students as a grave threat to our right of effective 

collective bargaining. 

4. Exclusion of student community from the process. As students are the largest 

stakeholders in the University, it is rather unfonunate that the students were not consulted in 

any way before the whole process of setting up cameras was initiated. It is widely accepted 

that universities should always discuss crucial issues like visual surveillance with the students 

before taking actions on their behalf. Non-exclusion of student union in such policy 

discussions and a complete disregard of dissent by students have been criticised immensely. 

The administration at NALSAR, Hyderabad, which was mindful of the severe implications 

that such exclusion of students from the process of installation of CCfVs (not in classrooms) 

might have, should be the example which NUJS ought to follow. The NALSAR CCTV 

policy expressly prohibits installation of CCTVs in classrooms and discussion rooms, 

and also generally discourages installation of CCTVs which may "negatively affect the 

preservation of an environment that encourages free academic and intellectual 

inquiry". We believe it is a model worth emulating. The administration at NALSAR gave the 

students complete autonomy on drafting the policy governing positioning, purpose, usage, 

avoidance of misuse, etc. with respect to CCIV cameras that were installed. Basic courtesy 

and respect to the concerns and the wishes of the students before taking major decisions such 

as this is the bedrock of healthy student governance. 

5. Inappropriate management of financial resources. As we suffer from financial woes 

which have caused our long-standing demands such as renovation of the Cess Pool and 

effective resolution of the hostel crunch issue for at least seven years now, the use of 

University funds for installation of at least two dozen cameras is questionable. The student 

body is deeply troubled by such use of funds without any proper consultation with their 

representatives and in obvious contradiction to all of the reasons cited by various officers of 

the University administration so far. 

6. Disconnect with the stated pmpose. As we stated in the meeting dated April 10, to achieve 

the stated purpose of attendance of teachers and remedying lackadaisical attitude of certain 

members of the faculty inter cdia any of the following measures shall be more effective, cost

effective and prudent: (a) proper action on the basis of student feedback; and in any case (b) 

installation of cameras only facing the teacher rather than the entire class. Surveillance of the 

entire classroom is overbroad and disproportionate with respect to the stated purpose of 

ensuring that faculty members are conducting proper classes. 
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With respect to point (a) as stated above, we invite your kind attention to item number 5 in 

Repart Na 1 if 2016 if the NU]S S]A dated September 23, 2016 which was adopted by an 

overwhelming majority of students through a resolution passed by circulation on the same 

day. Relevant excerpts from pages 11 and 12 are as follows: 

"5. INACTION ON SERIOUS RF,CURRING CONCERNS EXPRESSED 
IN STUDENTS' FACULTY FEEDBACK 
17?e um7.Er5ity has a /JY(XI!Ss in pk:e Jar student fe£ti/xuk on f aadty rn.?rJ'lX?YS at the end if ezery 
senrster. For mmy )"4'5, there has b:en a dad mer the efficacy cf this prrx15s, due to inforrrntion 
that, m ~t cases, the feedback farm 'l£ere na scmtinised senatSLy both by the /amity m:rrim or 
by the V la' OJancellor, and that there W:tS no amrunication to the student bafy as to any action 
taken on the hasis cf the feedback farm in order to rrend issues raised by students. %le rrnny cf 
our est~ f amlty rrnrb!rs show gn:at effort and dedication and -prmide 1,/S wth higp quality 
acadenic expaure, there are SeU?raf W)I serials cw:erns wth res'{X'Ct to Sam? crxtrSes that haie 
~ unaddresse.d far rrnny )fa'5, leading to a serials dedine in teaching quality far rrnny subjects. 
For instance, students haie anistentfy faa:d issues in crxtrSes WJeYe only 4-5 dasses are cmduaed 
per senrster or in cames uhere Scop? if teaming rmterid is unrelated or wy distantly related to 
the subject mitter cf the m,me or in cames 7ilJere dasses end after cnl,y 15-20 rrinut.es if muhing, 
These seria,ts an:erns haie ~ preu:,.lent in present fuuhes as W!Ll as the fuuhes that haie 
graduated, ~t there is no etiderKE cf irrprozenrnt on these grounds or ewz any rommnicatim or 
acknawedw,mt from the Vza, Chancellor that they haie taken aYi![lisance if these serials issues. 
This anistent inaaiaz in this regard also leads rmny students to klieze that the form rml not 
b: filled up sirxe they are~ taken seriously. 
A fier the student bafy wued seria1S cona?rr1S mer the process wth the V za, CJJancellar rndtiple 
tim!S, the Vire Chancellor in atr Gen?ral Baty Meeting dated January 14, 2014, and en later 
arasions mule representations to the student lxxiy that the feedbade prrxess uul b: inp/e,rmted 
rmreseriatSly(ANNEXURE 6). 
H Ol£ElEr, rmdJ to cur disappoi:atrrl!l1t, this pranise has not bm fiJfilled E ien wth the 
intrrxluction cf the cnl,ine f mlb:uk rrechanism and rmk ing the f redbade form compulsory to dxain 
an exam hall ticket, the V za, Chancellor refuses to rmke any detail or outaJrrE if feedbade prrx:ess 
knmm to the student bafy at larr;f:! far ea.dJ serrester and no comntnication has bm ?J,ien to the 
student bafy show that the V za, Chanadlor has taken aaed on Jredbade prouded by the students. 
The reaming griemrm continue to appear ea.dJ serrester. This raises seriaf.5 daibts as to the 
efficacy and transparency cf the V za, Chant:ellar in this rmtter. 

In the General Baty Meeting held on S epterrkr 21, 2016, the V za, OJanadlor WIS asked about 
the anistent inaaion on rmny griemnces raised, and the Vu:e-CJJancellor stated that the freclbuk 
form are anidered and som: f aadty rmrlers are stx*,en to personally ngarrkng their freclbuk. 
HOllElEr, uhen asked about any mmanism if nvni.toring the implem?t1tation if feedlxuk, or 
S)5tem to ensure that reaming griemnces do na repeat in subsequent semsters, the V za, 
Chan<Eflar did not rrenJion that any sum S)5tem is in place. He uent on to state that scrutiny and 
action on student feedfude is prirrnrily a jw for external redeuers if the Uni7.Er5ity siKh as the 
Uni7.Er5ity Grants Comnission, and the N atiornl A ssessm:nt and A a:redi.tation ~ as 
oppaed to an internal reuew 
1he student bafy wshes to ex-press dtefJ disa-ppcintrrmt wth the Vza, CJJanadlor's lat:k if 
prwctfrity in actirrg en seriats issues raised in the student feedbade farm, ard hdieu:s this bunkri 
if ensuring that a:rtain seriaf.5 iniderm cf academe deficierx:y are correaed, falls predarinantly 
an the V za, Chancellor as the Academic Head cf the institutim, and not any ex ternaL bafy uho 
mry inspea the Uni7.Er5ity once ewy 5-6 )ru?S, We !::di.ere the Vza, OJanadlor has m iery 
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liu/c to c11ts1ntJ rlNtt ti Jett: is am, m-istn . -n?l lO ,,a c,z ard mntor thefiadfude mmidxl by 
J . ' ' , , -., ta iw allL'1,,, · · r• v 

su««:n/S m 1np1vw~ mr,mu-h,ics• r Is , 
•d '1tl({lt • ' 

h is 1~1ther na'ive to believe that ca111e · I "'oom will aid in ensuring that faculty take full • ras m c ass,- , , 

d asses and thus help students while no attempt whatsoever has been made to improve the 

quality of teaching at the University by taking student feedback into account. 

\X e finnly believe that the only legitimate boundaries to the SJ A's jurisdiction are 

unreasonableness, genuine resource consrr.,intc; of the University - financial and otherwise 

Jnd absence of any relationship between our demands and our interests. However, while our 

long-standing and legitirmte demands such as Cess Pool remain pending in perpetuity, these 

camer.,s have been installed without any clear objective or prudent consideration of their 

effectiveness in achieving the stated purpose. On the other hand, even incidental relationship 

between the measure and its stated purpose is missing in this case. 

7. Abject failure in achieving the stated purpose. So far no results have been achieved or 

seen in the past few weeks with respect to the stated purpose of ensuring proper classes. 

Faculty members who are known to not take full or proper classes continue to do so 

undeterred by the presence of cameras while other faculty members have expressed their 

displeasure at the monitoring mechanism. Clearly, the cameras have failed to achieve the 

purpose that they were expected to achieve. 

8. Potential of misuse and allied apprehensions. Not long back the University installed 

cameras on entrances of either hostel with the claimed purpose of enhanced security. While 

there are hardly any known instances of cameras enhancing security, the footage has been 

used to call up parents of those who violated curfew timings on some instances. Moreover, 

who all can access this footage and what is the policy on its usage remains yet to be notified. 

Similarly, the absence of any policy has caused vast unrest among the snident community, 

with obvious concerns regarding privacy and misuse of the footage recorded by both the 

recently installed CCIV cameras and the ones installed earlier in absence of any policy 

safeguarding students' privacy and ensuiing that no misuse of the recorded footage. 

In light of the above grievances, we seek the written response of the administration on the 

fo llowing: 

QUERIES 

' Regarding grievance no. 1, 
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• 

• 

• 

What, if any, mechanisms/ policies are in place to ensure that privacy of the students, 

especially female students will not be inf ringed upon by the footage recorded by these and 

other CCIV cameras · ll d msta e around the campus? 

Who can access this footage? 

For what pwposes will the foota 'bl b used' ge poss1 y e . 

• What is the duration for which the recorded footage will be stored? 

:,.. Regarding grievance no. 2, 

• Will the administration use the footage so recorded to instruct, regulate, desist or 

otherwise attempt to affect the methods of instruction employed by various members of 

the faculty? If yes, what are the specific circumstances under which the same will take 

place? 

• In temlS of intentional or unintentional behavioural control that the installation of 

CCIVs in classrooms might have on students, what are the specific circumstances under 

which the. footage so recorded can possibly be used to the detriment of any student? 

~ Regarding grievance no. 3, 

• In light of the misrepresentations by the Registrar (Acting), what is your stance on the 

threat that it poses to the sanctity of the fiduciary relationship between the administration 

and the student body? 

• What steps shall be taken to protect the sanctity of this relationship and to avoid such 

recession of oral representations given to the representatives of the student body? 

~ Regarding grievance no. 4, 

• Does the administration acknowledge that students are the primary stakeholders with 

respect to the subject of this application? If yes, will the administration . be willing to 

actively involving students in finalisation of a policy on pmpose, usage, positioning, 

avoidance of misuse, etc.? 

~ Regarding grievance no. 5, 

• 

• 

Is the administration willing to make all documents relating to the procurement of these 

CCIVs available to the student body? 

Why were the CCIVs preferred over long-standing demands of students, including but 

not limited to, new hostels and renovation of the Cess Pool? 
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• Given the arguably inappropriate prioritisation of facilities on campus in this case, does 

the administration assure consultation with the primary stakeholders, i.e. students before 

sanction of any sizable expenditure of such nature is made in the future? 

~ Regarding grievance no. 6, 

• 

• 

If the administration considers the quality of instruction as a pivotal concern, why has it 

failed to accede to the long-standing demand of students to introduce basic transparency 

in the disposal of students' faculty feedback so far? 

Is the University willing to disclose documents pertaining to implementation of the UGC 

Regulations on Minimum Qualifications for Appointment of Teachers and Other 

Academic St1ff in Universities and Colieges and Measures for the Maintenance of 

Standards in Higher Education, 2010 (Regulations) - especially the Annual Self

Assessment for the Performance Based Appraisal System (P ABS) and P ABS 

Proforma for Promotion under CAS as indicated in Clause 6.0.2 under Schedule 

6.0.0 of the Regulations? 

• Why were two cameras covering the entire classroom installed instead of a single camera 

facing the podium and faculty members' place instead? 

:,... Regarding grievance no. 7, 

• Is there any data to suggest any improvement in the attitude of any of the faculty 

members who are known to have lackadaisical attinide? 

• How does the University plan to use these CCIVs for realisation of the stated purpose? 

};:- Regarding grievance no. 8, 

• What, if any, mechanism/ policy is in place to avoid misuse of the footage so recorded, 

especially in light of past instances of misuse mentioned above? If no, is the University 

willing to actively involve students in finalisation of such a policy? 

Finally, we wish to reiterate our deep-rooted, almost unanimous dissatisfaction due to the 

seemingly ill thought out installation of these CCIVs through the comment of an undergraduate 

student on the Facebook forum: 

"~t is at stake here, uhat 'l££ sCYrl!lim:s bmu/ly refer to as the 'adture' at NUJS, is the 
prructi:re rde the Gell?,a/, Bcxly has playrl in takiTg erery mijar rlrisim 'llhith it has ken, a 
stakehdder in Adninistratim's tlPf7roWJ wth resp«t to intallatims cf these cam?ras has km 
rather shi.fty ard srnreptit:ioos. The mmr,;;r in WJWJ they umt ahead uith the intaliati.cn <f the 
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canrras. bypassing any consultations w·th the General Bcxiy st,ands to threaten the entire fJ<JW?Y UE as 
a cdleaz:w fxxly haw am1Ssed au:r the past )etm. 

N UJS has. alWZ)5 J:m,i k~ for the he.a/,thy emironrrmt that it <5fXJUSf5, With a tiny_ carrpus 
~nd scanty irjrastruaure, u zs O'rX! if the few thi~ that (X('( cdkg! can prauc.iy lmst ef. This adture 
15 sl~y. dying out Haung a round the dale suneillana: an how students or teamer lxhaw in the 
dass m LS an wry fruitful to ensure that l:X?tter "teaching" takf5 pltU£ in dass. There aw hundreds cf 
lX?tter WZ)5 to 'l1f1'rk that out. 1hc security cvncems also wia:d by the cdkg! for the_ ~nstal(ation c( 
these canrras can Ix ad1ieuxl by other m:ans uh1d1 arrn 't so mtri.ctiu:. The admnzsf:~ttarl amt 
shy awzy fro~ acrepting the /act that the cntin: cdlcg: is student nm Fro_m_ ~amzing rrrots, 
debates, rccnatnrnts and cdlqJ! Jests, students arr; the ones uho take up the imtlatne and see that 
thes_e cwnts sec the light cf the clay. Very Jew uniursities um daim swdent imd'lf:m!l1t to t~15 leicl. 
ThLS stake in /xing part cf deciswn-m1king wid; WIS al'll.tl}5 s11CCf5sfolly dairrrd by us. Right now 
the adm.nistrau·an is just sidelining us. 

%at has happened in the past couple cf serJTSters is that UE haw rati.onalized/nor,m/izcd any sort 
cf damp dozm put by the uniiersity an us in Lieu cf rmre ax:rciw m:asures they could haw taken _or 
lxxause cf the faa that the "students don't lxhaw themelm ". From installation cf halagpis (wJLm 
rrnkes NUJS /.cx;k rmre like a facility) to restriaion cf aefew tinings, all haw lxen let go cf after a 
couple cf days cf bruted discussion. Vv'hile I realize that there haw 1xm rristakes m1de by the 
stttdent 1:xx6, in the past, m don't b-Jieu: they haw bx-n to such an extent that the unizcrsity can 
justify any atrtailrrmt cf our fardom All thr3e aaizities slooly print tmmrds a rmre hC$ti/e and 
paternalistic admi.rristratwn. A line has to Ix! drawi sorrl!Wxre. Recently, sorrrone 'W1S telling nr 
how the Registrar has also lxen contemplating installing.electronic gates in front if the hC$tels and 
identity cards giu:n to eu!i')one (sinilar to hCJW d?e l71!trO gates funaion) to ensure no one 'W1S 

breaking aefew While it mry swn implausible nf.Jli.J if this tnm continues the adninistration 
mght just Ix! able to justzfy that as mil. 

Wben the next first )llr batch conrs to N UJS all this 'lWUld Ix "nor,ml "for them, for they uould 
newr haie experienced and sren the NUJS all cf us haie. And giu:n how the VC dismissed it as a 
non_-issue )Bterday, m ought to express our outrage at this attitude cf his thr01tg/'J our cdleaiie 
aaion.'' 

Hwing expressed our serious concerns on the subject of this application, we implore the 

administration to either remove the CCIVs at the earliest and/ or at the very least address 

all our grievances and the queries thereof at the earliest. 

Yours sincerely, 

(on behalf of the entire student body of NUJS) 

Atjun Agarwal 

President, SJA (2016-18) 

(W~o 
S~Shanna 

Vice President, SJA (2016-18) 
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